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Renewal. What an apt theme for the Harvard Stem Cell Institute’s annual report on
the occasion of our fifth anniversary.
After all, renewal — specifically, the capacity for indefinite self-renewal — is one
of the defining properties of stem cells, the remarkable cells from which all of the
more than 200 cell types that constitute the human body arise.
This has also been a year of renewal, both for stem cell science and HSCI.
With the lifting of the federal ban on funding for some types of embryonic stem
cell research, coupled with recent scientific breakthroughs that are propelling the
field forward at a faster pace than perhaps anyone imagined a couple of years ago,
the entire HSCI community feels a renewed sense of optimism about the promise
and pace of stem cell research. Looking back at what we have accomplished in the
first five years gives us much hope for what we can achieve in the next five.
We also feel a renewed sense of urgency. Patients and families whose lives are
profoundly affected by diseases such as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases,
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and many others, are looking
“Everything I know about…the work of Harvard Stem Cell Institute
to HSCI and other stem cell scientists to find treatments and
makes me feel that we really do live in historic times — something people
cures. Not today, but soon.
will look back on years from now and see as a watershed in our
understanding of human biology and in our capacity to seek
As HSCI enters its next phase — a phase that promises to be as
treatments and cures for a myriad of diseases.”
— Harvard University President Drew Faust, PhD
exhilarating and transformative as its first — it does so with a
renewed determination to harness the power of stem cells as tools of discovery and
as therapies and, in so doing, to vanquish diseases that are responsible for so
much human suffering.
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From the Scientific Directors
HAS IT REALLY BEEN FIVE YEARS?
On one hand, it’s hard to get our minds around the fact that the Harvard Stem
Cell Institute is now in its sixth year. When we look at what has been accomplished, and when we place that record of accomplishment against those of
previous sea changes in biology, it’s hard to believe that we haven’t been at
this for decades.
On the other hand, has it already been five years? It feels like only yesterday
that the field of stem cell biology was emerging as something so many people

 created a new paradigm for stem cell research, in which we use stem cells as
tools to advance the understanding and treatment of disease, rather than as ends
in themselves
 launched the careers of many younger scientists, from undergraduates to new
instructors
 created Harvard’s first interdisciplinary, inter-school department, and with it a
new undergraduate concentration in Human Developmental and Regenerative Biology
And what do we hope all this leads to in the coming period of renewal? What

had an interest in, yet so few of us were working together on. Was it really five

do we hope to be able to write in the directors’ letter in the Harvard Stem Cell

years ago when we saw that there was a tremendous need to create new relation-

Institute annual report for 2013?

ships in order to take advantage of a community that had, in addition to its

By the end of our first decade we hope to be able to tell you that the break-

obvious academic strength, the unique ability to bring therapies to patients?

throughs at HSCI, coupled with the growth of our therapeutic screening program,

So what has HSCI accomplished thus far, in spite of a virtual ban on federal

have led to the development of new drugs for the treatment of one or more

funding of embryonic stem cell research? With the exception of Kyoto University’s

diseases. We hope to be able to tell you that our research has made possible

Shinya Yamanaka’s initial breakthrough development of induced pluripotent stem

improvements in cell replacement therapy for blood diseases and diabetes. We

(iPS) cells, many of the critical advances in the field have been achieved under

hope to be able to tell you that we have an improved understanding of

the HSCI umbrella.

Parkinson’s disease, ALS, and a number of other diseases.

As you will read in the following pages, HSCI researchers have, among other

Most important, we know that five years from now we will be able to tell you

accomplishments:

that the HSCI experiment allowed us to re-imagine how science is done, shifting

 created a unique scientific community in which collaboration is a given, rather
than an exception

from a single-investigator, independent laboratory-based paradigm to one in

 created the majority of the embryonic stem cell lines being used today by
researchers around the world

that, we know, will speed results and bring treatments and cures to patients who

 created more than 20 disease-specific stem cell lines and cell types, allowing
scientists to study disease development in laboratory dishes
 isolated the stem cells that participate in cardiac development
 successfully reprogrammed one type of fully formed adult pancreatic cell into
another, without going through the stem cell stage
 improved the efficiency of blood stem cell transplantation

which collaborative goals and vision trump individual ego and career focus. And
so desperately need them.
Finally, we would be remiss if we did not underscore the fact that our work
over these past five years would not have been possible without the extraordinary
generosity and foresight of so many individuals, foundations, corporations, and
funding agencies. We are grateful for this support—this expression of confidence
and belief in the work of the Harvard Stem Cell Institute—and the platform it has
given us to build on over the next five years.

 initiated a therapeutic screening program that holds the promise of speeding
the development of new treatments for a host of chronic diseases
David T. Scadden, MD, and Douglas A. Melton, PhD
Co-Directors, Harvard Stem Cell Institute
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Douglas A. Melton, PhD

David T. Scadden, MD

From the Executive Director
CONSIDERING HOW MUCH HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED — BOTH ON THE

will foster and renew fruitful collaborations. Although the construction of the

organizational front and, as the Scientific Directors’ letter describes, on the scien-

Allston Science Complex had to be put on hold because of challenging economic

tific front — it is difficult to believe that it was just five years ago that Harvard

conditions, the University has an unwavering commitment to stem cell biology

Stem Cell Institute was established. Few start-up organizations, especially ones of

research and education. So, beginning this fall, two contiguous buildings in the

such size and complexity and with such a bold agenda, can claim so much

heart of the Cambridge campus will undergo a major renovation. When this work

progress in such a short period of time.

is completed in 2011, these will be the new home of the administrative offices

During our first five years — a period we refer to as phase one — we were
able to provide proof of concept for HSCI. We showed that this unique collaboration involving all of Harvard’s schools and more than 900 scientists across 11

and core faculty of HSCI and Harvard’s closely aligned Department of Stem Cell
and Regenerative Biology.
In the coming years, HSCI will surely benefit from the availability of federal

Harvard-affiliated hospitals and research institutions works — and works well. We

funding for some types of human embryonic stem cell research made possible by

demonstrated that we can achieve important scientific results that attract signifi-

the recent easing of the Bush administration’s restrictions. While we certainly

cant support from private donors, foundations, and the commercial sector, which

welcome this change, it does not alter the fact that HSCI will continue to rely

is essential to rapidly moving these results from laboratory benches to patients’

heavily on philanthropy and commercial-sector alliances to continue moving the

bedsides. In five short years, HSCI has become the acknowledged international

field rapidly forward.

leader in stem cell research.
As we enter our next five-year period — phase two — we are doing so with a

One reason is that, regrettably, not all types of embryonic stem cell research
are eligible for federal funding. Another is that the focus and ongoing funding

renewed sense of confidence in, and excitement about, what we can accomplish.

levels of the National Institutes of Health have not changed, at the same time

We will continue to invest in our seed grants and support our junior faculty

that the competition for research dollars is especially fierce. Meanwhile, HSCI’s

collaborations, which have been a resounding success in terms of early career

funding from disease foundations, whose endowments have suffered during the

development and scientific breakthroughs. We will continue to push collaborative

economic downturn, has also decreased.

brainstorming and decision-making in our program think tanks, which are key to

In this, our fourth, annual report we are proud to share with you many of the

identifying our research priorities and staying on course. And we will continue to

highlights of an incredibly exciting year. As we embark on a new year and our

re-invest in and expand our core facilities, particularly our Therapeutic Screening

next new phase, we urge you to support us with a renewed sense of hope for the

Center and the iPS Core, which are unique in the field.

enormous promise of stem cell research.

Phase two is also when we will cease to be an exclusively virtual community
and many faculty members will come together in a single location — a move that
Brock C. Reeve, MPhil, MBA
Executive Director, Harvard Stem Cell Institute
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LEADING
BY ANY AND ALL MEASURES, IN JUST FIVE YEARS OF ITS
existence, Harvard Stem Cell Institute has become the international leader in stem cell research. During this short time span,
HSCI has:
 created a new paradigm for how biomedical research can be
conducted — through collaboration and a shared commitment to
finding treatments and cures for many intractable diseases that
afflict millions
 created and distributed more human embryonic stem cell lines
than any other institution, supplying more than 200 research
programs worldwide
 achieved some of the most significant scientific breakthroughs
in stem cell research
 established core facilities that are unique in an academic setting and are expediting the pace of bringing discoveries from
bench to bedside
 supported the early careers of innovative young scientists
who have already gone on to make significant contributions to
the field
With 190 faculty members and 900-plus scientists working
collaboratively across 11 world-class hospitals and research institutions in diverse but interrelated areas, from diabetes and cancer to stem cell aging, HSCI has been, and will continue to be,
the leader in stem cell science.
With the knowledge gained in just the past five years of
HSCI’s existence, scientists now realize that stem cells have
enormous potential not only for cell-based therapies, or regenerative medicine, but also as powerful tools to study diseases as
they develop — which could reveal new targets for therapy —
and to search for therapeutic agents that are both safe and
effective.
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 PATIENT-DRIVEN RESEARCH
Consistent with its focus on ultimately “taking out” many prevalent diseases, HSCI research is organized into disease programs.
Each program crosses the boundaries of institutions, departments, and laboratories, resulting in the cross-fertilization of
ideas and sharing of resources that hasten the pace of discoveries and their translation to the clinic.
During its next phase, as HSCI continues to mature and
expand, it is likely that new disease programs will emerge.
Because many areas of stem cell science pertain to multiple
diseases, HSCI also has several Scientific Programs that span our
disease programs, as well as a Translational Research Program,
which has the specialized expertise to help move HSCI’s discoveries from bench to bedside quickly and efficiently.
HSCI Disease Programs







Blood Diseases
Cancer
Cardiovascular Disease
Diabetes
Kidney Disease
Nervous System Diseases

Other HSCI Scientific Programs
 Junior Faculty Program
Cell Development
Epigenetics of Stem Cell
Function and Aging
Stem Cell Regulation
 Translational Research

400+ Scientific Publications
One metric by which scientific progress is measured is
publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals, where
advances in stem cell research are shared with scientists
worldwide. By this measure alone, HSCI is the unequivocal leader. In fact, HSCI has published more papers in
high-impact journals than any other stem cell group,
anywhere.
Between June 2008 and June 2009, for instance, more
than 400 papers on a wide range of topics relating to
stem cell research — on average, more than 33 a month
— were authored by HSCI principal faculty members and
published in influential journals such as Nature, Cell

Stem Cell, Science, and others. This compares to “only”
280 papers published by HSCI principal faculty over the
same period just two years ago.

 2008-2009 RESEARCH BREAKTHROUGHS
The past year, in particular, has been impressive in terms
of the strides made in stem cell research — many of which
took place at HSCI. Indeed, in some areas — particularly the
exploding field of cell reprogramming — the word “leaps” is
more accurate, as these advances have fast-forwarded scientists’ ability to turn back the cellular clock to learn what goes
awry to cause a disease and to screen disease-specific cells for
potential therapeutics.
Following, in chronological order, are brief summaries
of some notable HSCI research breakthroughs during 20082009; details about these and other major findings are
available on the HSCI website (www.hsci.harvard.edu).
ALS in a dish
From the skin cells of patients suffering from a specific
disease — amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease)
— HSCI researchers use the new induced pluripotent stem
(iPS) cell technology to produce motor neurons, the very cell
type destroyed in this disease. By creating this “disease in a
dish,” scientists are now able to study what causes this fatal
neurodegenerative disease. This technology can also be used
to create other disease-specific cell lines with which to
observe how a disease develops, identify targets for therapy,
and screen for compounds that are both safe and effective.
Kevin Eggan, PhD, and colleagues
Multiple disease-specific stem cell lines
Using the iPS cell technology, HSCI scientists produce 20
disease-specific human stem cell lines for diseases including
Parkinson’s disease, type I diabetes, Huntington’s disease,
Down syndrome, two forms of muscular dystrophy, and others,
and make these available through HSCI’s new iPS Core Facility
to researchers worldwide. George Daley, MD, PhD, and
colleagues

High-Impact Science
HSCI recently conducted
its annual survey asking principal
investigators whose projects it
has funded about the impact this
support had on various aspects of
their work. Some of this year’s
results:

41%
were able to attract additional,
external funding

85%
reported new findings

60%
reported publications in leading
journals

10%
created new intellectual
property

Direct reprogramming
For the first time, HSCI researchers convert one type of adult
cell (a pancreatic exocrine cell) directly into another type of
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adult cell (an insulin-producing beta cell, which is missing in
individuals with Type 1 diabetes), in mice. This is a simpler, more
direct approach than the multi-step process required to turn an
adult cell to an embryonic-like state (the iPS, or induced pluripotent stem cell, technology) and then direct it to become another
type of adult cell. Douglas Melton, PhD, Qiao Zhou, PhD, and
colleagues
Making iPS cells safer
Two groups of HSCI researchers find new, safer ways to produce
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, bringing them one step
closer to the clinic. Production of these embryonic-like cells from
adult cells formerly required the use of four genes, two of them
cancer-causing, inserted into the cells’ genome using retroviruses,
which also have the potential to cause tumor growth. One group
(Konrad Hochedlinger, PhD, Gordon Weir, MD, and colleagues) discovered that it is possible to create mouse iPS cells using adenoviruses, which do not incorporate into cells’ DNA, to ferry the
genes. Using a different approach, the second group (Douglas
Melton, PhD, Danwei Huangfu, PhD, and colleagues) used a chemical known to be safe in humans to eliminate the need for two of
the four genes — the cancer-causing genes. Work is underway to
determine if chemicals and other approaches could be used to
replace all four genes.

HSCI: The Acknowledged
Leader Worldwide
HSCI comprises the greatest concentration of stem cell
scientists in the world, and is the acknowledged leader
in stem cell research nationally and internationally. An
independent study of 3,300 institutions worldwide
conducted two years ago showed that HSCI was number
one in 11 out of 14 areas of stem cell research.
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Using stem cells to improve muscle function
in mice with muscular dystrophy
By transplanting muscle stem cells from healthy mice into mice
with the most common form of muscular dystrophy (MD), HSCI
researchers demonstrate for the first time that these cells could
improve muscle function in the diseased mice, and also provide a
reservoir of additional healthy stem cells that could be reactivated
for future muscle repair. This breakthrough provides proof of concept that stem cell transplantation can treat a muscle degenerative disease such as MD. Amy Wagers, PhD, and colleagues

Identification of the mechanism that directs blood
stem cells to their destination
HSCI researchers identify in mice the cellular mechanism that
directs blood stem cells to their ultimate destination in the body.
This finding could benefit patients undergoing bone marrow
transplantation (a form of stem cell therapy), as well as other
therapies using stem cells, which to be clinically useful must
efficiently home in on their target. The group also reports
already-approved drugs that stimulate this pathway and improve
cells’ homing ability. David Scadden, MD, and colleagues
A drug that increases blood stem cells in
umbilical cord blood is evaluated in patients
Umbilical cord blood is a readily available source of hematopoietic
(blood-producing) stem cells (HSCs) for patients who may not
have another source. However, cord blood has too few HSCs for
use in many adults. A drug identified by HSCI researchers that
increases HSCs in cord blood is now being evaluated in cancer
patients in a phase 1 clinical trial. If this and subsequent trials
show that the drug, which was identified from studies using
zebrafish, is safe and effective, many cancer patients could
benefit. Leonard Zon, MD, Trista North, PhD, Wolfram
Goessling, MD, PhD, and colleagues
From human embryonic stem cells, discovery of a
master heart cell from which the three major tissue
types of the heart develop
From human embryonic stem cells, HSCI researchers are the first
to identify and isolate the earliest master human heart cell from
which all three of the major cell types of the heart arise. This
breakthrough, which builds on the 2007 HSCI discovery of a master
heart cell in mice, has major implications for understanding and
perhaps eventually preventing or treating congenital heart disease (CHD) and adult-onset heart disease, such as heart failure
and heart attack, the leading cause of death in developed
nations. Especially exciting is the group’s discovery that some
forms of CHD arise from these master cells — a finding that
suggests new targets for therapeutic intervention for the leading
birth defect in children worldwide. Kenneth Chien, MD, PhD,
and colleagues

A beating heart and flowing blood are needed
for the development of blood stem cells
In studies of zebrafish, mice, and mouse embryonic stem cells,
two groups of HSCI researchers found that the biomechanical
stresses created by a beating heart and flowing blood are necessary for the development of the blood system. In multiple experiments, they also showed that nitric oxide, which increases in the
presence of flowing blood, is a key regulator of the process of
blood stem cell production across vertebrate species. Understanding how the blood system develops may suggest new therapeutic strategies for patients with diseases of the blood, such as
leukemia, immune deficiency, and sickle cell anemia. Leonard
Zon, MD, Trista North, PhD, Wolfram Goessling, MD, PhD, George
Daley, MD, PhD, and colleagues

 TWO CORE FACILITIES HASTEN THE PACE OF RESEARCH
Ever mindful of its mission to accelerate the pace of stem cell
research, HSCI has made significant investments in core facilities
that are shared by the entire HSCI research community. HSCI’s
cores not only provide highly specialized expertise and costly
technologies that no single laboratory or institution could afford
on its own, but also serve as important hubs for scientific
interaction and collaboration.
While all the cores are vital to stem cell research, two — the
Therapeutic Screening Center, established in late 2006, and the
iPS Core Facility, which was launched last summer — set HSCI
apart from other stem cell research enterprises worldwide. Their
unique capabilities, which more typically reside in the commercial sector, play a vital role in hastening discoveries arising from

HSCI Core Facilities at a Glance
iPS Core Facility:
stores iPS cells produced by HSCI scientists, generates
new disease-specific iPS cell lines, and distributes iPS
cell lines to HSCI and the scientific community
Therapeutic Screening Center:
provides expertise and technologies to identify factors
that direct stem cell differentiation and proliferation,
and to screen stem cells for understanding of disease
mechanisms and therapeutic agents
Genome Modification Facility:
provides expertise and develops genetically modified
mouse models for HSCI researchers
Flow Cytometry Core Facilities:
provide high-speed cell sorters, cell analyzers, dataanalysis computers, and other instruments required by
scientists across the HSCI community
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HSCI’s laboratories into the clinical setting for the benefit of
patients. Indeed, the Therapeutic Screening Center’s expertise in
the drug-discovery process has attracted significant attention
and support from pharmaceutical companies, disease foundations, and the federal government, alike. Funding sources include
GlaxoSmithKline, Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Eli Lilly, the SMA
Foundation, the ALS Association, the National Institutes of
Health, and the Department of Defense, among others.
The Therapeutic Screening Center (TSC) uses state-of-the-art
technologies, such as high-throughput cell-based screening, to
search for compounds that might safely treat a given disease, or
to identify factors that direct stem cells to differentiate and proliferate in order to create new assays that could, in turn, lead to
new therapies. The TSC serves the entire HSCI research community and works in many disease areas, but has made especially
noteworthy advances in devastating motor neuron diseases like
spinal muscular atrophy and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. In
fact, the TSC has already identified molecules that increase the
levels of SMN, the protein that is defective in patients with SMA,
and is now testing these in mice.
Just last year HSCI established its iPS Core Facility in order
to tap the full potential of exciting advances in induced pluripo-

tent stem (iPS) cell technology, many of which were developed
in HSCI laboratories. Overseen by a committee of HSCI’s cell
reprogramming experts, the iPS Core serves as a laboratory to
generate disease-specific iPS cell lines, as a repository for HSCI
iPS cell lines, and as a distribution center from which to share
these valuable resources with HSCI scientists and the scientific
community. The iPS Core has many strengths — most notably its
ability to quickly incorporate advances in reprogramming technology as they are made by scientists, coupled with its close
relationship with the Harvard-affiliated hospitals for access to
patients with diseases of interest. Even though the iPS Core is
still in its early stages, it has already distributed many cell lines
to researchers in North America, Asia, and Europe.
 HSCI INNOVATORS EARN HHMI APPOINTMENTS
HSCI fosters a culture in which innovation and creativity are
encouraged and supported. Within this unique environment,
many young scientists have found the ideal milieu in which to
pursue novel ideas, however risky they might seem.
This spring, the prestigious Howard Hughes Medical Institute
(HHMI) selected four HSCI faculty members as winners of its
Early Career Science Competition, citing their demonstrated

Therapeutic Screening Center Achievements
In 2006, HSCI made a major investment in its Therapeutic Screening Center (TSC), betting that this core facility would “pay off” in terms of tangible results in perhaps five years.
In fewer than three years, the “bet” has already paid off — in significant scientific achievements across many disease areas, pivotal scientific papers, and additional funding from multiple sources,
including the commercial sector. Following are a few of the TSC’s many achievements, all of which involved collaborations with HSCI researchers.
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) – identified pathways that regulate

Parkinson’s disease – created dopaminergic neuron progenitors;

Diabetes – derived strategy to produce pancreatic progenitors from

the level of the protein (SMN) that is defective in SMA; identified the

currently inducing these cells to differentiate into functional dopaminer-

human embryonic stem cells

only class of molecules that increase SMN levels and prolong survival

gic neurons for studying disease mechanisms and for screening

Reprogramming – identified molecules that replace the essential cell

of motor neurons; tested several small molecules in mice that

Huntington’s disease – created medium spiny neuron (MSN) progeni-

reprogramming factors

increase SMN

tor cells; currently inducing these cells to differentiate into functional MSNs

Neuropathy – generated pain neurons (nociceptors) from human

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis – identified several motor neuron

that can be used for studying disease mechanisms and for screening

embryonic stem cells; currently further characterizing these cells

survival-promoting compounds that are currently being tested;
established a screening based on the new understanding of the ALS
disease process that arose from HSCI work
8

ability to approach science with creativity and innovation.
Among the 50 young scientists nationwide chosen to have
their work supported by HHMI were HSCI faculty members
Bradley Bernstein, MD, PhD, Kevin Eggan, PhD, Konrad
Hochedlinger, PhD, and Amy Wagers, PhD. A fifth Harvard
researcher, Rachel Wilson, PhD, of Harvard Medical School, was
also selected for the award. All four HSCI faculty are past recipients of HSCI seed grants, which fund innovative, early-stage
research (see page 16).
Each of the new HHMI Early Career Scientists will receive a
six-year appointment to HHMI, which includes full salary, benefits, and a total research budget of $1.5 million. HHMI will also
cover other expenses, including research space and the purchase
of critical equipment.
 HSCI SCIENTIFIC LEADERSHIP WIDELY RECOGNIZED
HSCI’s leadership in stem cell science is widely recognized, from
the halls of Congress to national media outlets.
In 2009, for example, for the second time in three years,
HSCI Co-Director Douglas Melton, PhD, was named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people in the world. This
year, Melton was nominated by U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch, of
Utah; in 2007, Melton was nominated by actor Michael J. Fox,
who has Parkinson’s disease.
Last year, Time magazine also cited work done by HSCI faculty member Kevin Eggan, PhD, and his colleagues in creating
the first motor neurons from patients with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease) as its top medical breakthrough
in 2008.
When Time magazine published a February 2009 cover feature
on the state of stem cell science, “How the Coming Revolution in
Stem Cells Could Save Your Life,” it focused largely on the
achievements of Melton and other HSCI faculty.
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COLLABORATING
COLLABORATION IS ESSENTIAL TO MAKING PROGRESS AGAINST
diseases as complex as cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
and neurological disorders — among the many diseases for which
stem cell research could lead to treatments or cures.
But for meaningful collaboration to take place, scientists
must be given the encouragement, resources, opportunities, and
incentives to reach beyond the relative isolation of their laboratories, their institutions, their countries — even their own specialties and disciplines — to learn from, share with, and join
forces with others in academia and industry who are focusing on
the same big challenges. As a critical part of its mission,
HSCI fosters collaboration, both internally and externally, in
many ways.
 THINK TANKS
Three years ago, a group of leading neuroscientists from the
United States and abroad gathered in Cambridge for an intensive
two-day meeting under the auspices of HSCI’s Nervous System
Diseases Program. The agenda was to share their current knowledge about Parkinson’s disease, identify gaps in that knowledge,
and define the most promising areas of research going forward.
Based on the success of this inaugural event, the Nervous
System Diseases Program has hosted a think tank every year
since. Among the many positive outcomes of these meetings has
been the creation of new cross-institutional collaborations and
research projects.

“HSCI has been very instrumental in my science in the way it has fostered interactions and brought scientists
with diverse backgrounds together. It embodies what the environment should do in enhancing an
individual scientist’s work.”
— Joseph V. Bonventre, MD, PhD, HSCI Kidney Program leader and Principal Faculty member, Brigham and Women’s Hospital
10

For example, inspired by his attendance at the 2006 and
2007 Parkinson’s disease think tanks, an HSCI Affiliated Faculty
member proposed a project that was later funded by HSCI. This
project, which could someday suggest therapeutic strategies in
Parkinson’s disease and other, related degenerative movement
disorders, includes a collaboration with a leading Swedish neuroscientist who participated in the 2006 think tank.
Based on the success of this approach and using the Nervous
System Diseases think tanks as a model, the other HSCI Disease
Programs soon began hosting their own think tanks. In 2007, for
example, the Cardiovascular Program convened its first think
tank, which drew renowned cardiovascular and bio-engineering
experts from around the globe to focus on identifying key areas
of cardiovascular stem cell research.
This year, each of HSCI’s six Disease Programs has hosted or
plans to host a think tank. Organized by the program leaders and
customized to the specific challenges facing each disease area,
these events provide an invaluable forum for sharing findings,
collaborating, and making decisions about future directions with
the global stem cell research community. This summer, HSCI also
co-hosted a one-day think tank with Harvard’s new Wyss
Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering — to share scientific plans and explore potential avenues for collaborations that
would leverage the expertise of each group.
 HSCI/GSK ALLIANCE
This past year the pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline
(GSK) entered into a five-year, $25 million-plus collaborative
agreement with HSCI. One of the first major investments of
its kind by a leading pharmaceutical company, this partnership
came about in recognition of HSCI’s unmatched strengths in
stem cell biology and leadership in areas such as iPS technology,
which are bringing this research one step closer to the clinic.
This unique alliance will integrate HSCI’s world-class stem cell
expertise with GSK’s pharmaceutical capabilities to drive research
in drug discovery that will hasten the development of treatments
for a wide range of diseases.

Jointly defined and led, the HSCI-GSK collaboration is
emblematic of how the academic and commercial sectors are
working together differently than in the past. The overall program is led by a joint steering committee comprising scientists
and staff from both organizations. It is focusing on research
projects that were jointly defined by the lead scientists in six
major disease areas — cancer, cardiovascular, diabetes, musculoskeletal, neurological, and obesity — and are taking place in
five HSCI-affiliated hospitals. The GSK investment also funds an
annual grant in the HSCI Seed Grant Program (see page 16).
One project, which involves HSCI researchers at two hospitals, is focusing on using novel therapeutic approaches to
selectively target leukemia stem cells. Another, being led by
researchers at Harvard and three hospitals, is searching for new
agents to block pain. In the cardiovascular area, HSCI researchers
at Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard’s School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences are teaming up on a project to
identify compounds to treat heart failure using an innovative
platform they developed that models heart disease.
This year, HSCI is in active discussions with several other
pharmaceutical companies, all of which recognize the value of
collaborating with the leader in stem cell research. Based on the
surging interest among corporations and disease foundations in
collaborating with HSCI, it is anticipated that corporate- and
foundation-sponsored research will continue to grow significantly
over the next few years.

International Collaborations
One measure of the phenomenal growth in stem cell
research is attendance at the annual International
Society of Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) meeting. This
summer, more than 2,500 attended the ISSCR annual
meeting in Barcelona, Spain — an increase of 25
percent from last year.

HSCI Fosters New Collaborations
HSCI recently conducted its annual survey asking
principal investigators whose projects it has funded
about the impact this support had on various aspects
of their work. Nearly 66% of respondents reported
new collaborations as a result of HSCI’s support.

 FOURTH ANNUAL RETREAT
Every June, hundreds of members
of the diverse HSCI community
take a day away from their labora- “The opportunity to interact with the larger HSCI community on a
regular basis during retreats, inter-lab meetings, and symposia
tories and many other commitments to gather at the Harvard
has been invaluable.”
Business School for HSCI’s Annual
— David Breault, MD, PhD, HSCI Affiliated Faculty, Children’s Hospital Boston
Retreat.
This day-long event provides an opportunity for the HSCI
community to learn what is going on within HSCI’s disease programs and core facilities; hear from HSCI leadership about the
institute’s progress, goals, and new initiatives; review scientific
posters by young HSCI investigators; and, just as importantly,
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COLLABORATING
interact with fellow scientists, which may spark new ways of
thinking about a challenge or lead to new collaborations.
Each year attendance has steadily grown, indicating the
strong interest in and value of this annual gathering to the HSCI
community. This year’s retreat drew roughly 350 members from
across the HSCI community, who can stay virtually connected
throughout the year via HSCI’s intranet service, “iStem.”
 INTER-LAB MEETINGS
Another significant way in which HSCI actively fosters a sense of
community and collaboration is through its inter-lab meetings.
Every other month throughout the academic year, HSCI inter-lab
meetings draw about 100 members of the HSCI community to
Harvard Medical School to hear junior and newly appointed
faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and graduate students discuss their
recent work. Moderated by senior HSCI faculty, inter-lab meetings
present the work of three different labs on a common theme.
Popular recent topics have included emerging technologies in
stem cell research, organogenesis, and the biology of stem and
progenitor cells.
 SEMINAR SERIES
Through its twice monthly Seminar Series, HSCI hosts preeminent
scientists from around the nation and the world to present their
research on a broad range of stem cell-related topics to the HSCI
community and engage in an active dialogue with their peers.
One recent seminar, presented by a renowned scientist from
the Max Planck Institute in Germany, addressed multi-lineage

regeneration in amphibians. Another, presented by the director
of the Center of Regeneration Medicine at the University of
California, San Francisco, focused on neural stem and progenitor
cells in the developing human cortex.
In addition to giving a public lecture, the speakers spend
the day with HSCI scientists in one-on-one and small group
meetings. As a result, this well-attended series provides an
opportunity for the HSCI community to stay abreast of cuttingedge stem cell research taking place nationally and globally, and
to exchange ideas and develop collaborations with fellow stem
cell scientists beyond Harvard.
 ANNUAL STEM CELL SYMPOSIUM
Last fall, for the fifth consecutive year, HSCI hosted the Tony and
Shelly Malkin Symposium, which brings together a distinguished
international panel of scientists to address research advances in
a specific area within the stem cell field.
The full-day event, which is typically attended by upwards of
350 people, provides another opportunity for members of the
HSCI community to keep abreast of global developments, network
with fellow scientists, and form new connections that might
result in collaborations. Through its scientific poster session,
this and other HSCI events also give young HSCI investigators
the opportunity to present their findings and learn about one
another’s research.
Building on the recent, exciting developments in cell
reprogramming, last year’s symposium focused on “Regeneration

“I believe that HSCI events and annual retreats are very helpful in our general
education, and in creating new collaborations and developing new research
approaches to stem cell therapy.”
— Kameran Lashkari, MD, 2007 HSCI Seed Grant recipient, Schepens Eye Research Institute
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and Repair” within tissues and organs. Previous symposia themes
have centered on cancer stem cells, cell reprogramming and
pluripotency, stem cell biology and therapy in organ systems,
and stem cells and their micro-environment in development
and disease.
“Stem Cell Research in Diabetes and Metabolism” is the topic
of the Sixth Annual HSCI Stem Cell Symposium, which will be
held in early November. HSCI’s Co-Director Douglas Melton, PhD,
will lead the panel of speakers.
 STEM CELL SUMMIT
In keeping with HSCI’s patient-focused mission, “Moving Stem
Cell Research from Bench to Bedside” was the theme of HSCI’s
third Stem Cell Summit, which drew about 300 people to Harvard
Medical School last fall.
The day-long event, which is geared primarily for non-scientists with an interest or stake in stem cell research, featured
updates on HSCI’s disease programs and core facilities, panel
discussions that addressed government policies during an election year, and the outlook for commercialization from the
perspective of venture capitalists and industry.
As part of our fifth anniversary, HSCI is taking a fresh
approach this year. Instead of a full-day summit, this year HSCI
will host a panel discussion entitled “Renewal: Stem Cells and
the Next Five Years.”
 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS
As members of the world’s preeminent stem cell research collaborative, HSCI faculty are frequently sought after by colleagues
worldwide to speak at seminars and discuss joint projects. Over
the past year, for instance, HSCI faculty members presented at
both the 2008 and 2009 International Society of Stem Cell
Research meetings. They also gave talks or participated in symposia at locations across the United States — from New York to
California — as well as in Western Europe, Singapore, China,
Australia, and Asia.

In turn, HSCI faculty actively reach out to scientists from
around the world to come to Cambridge and Boston to give talks
and participate in think tanks and other collaborative educational
and research initiatives.
These frequent interactions ensure that, regardless of institutional or international boundaries, members of the global stem
cell research community have ample opportunities to collaborate.
HSCI is increasingly being approached by organizations and
governments seeking to establish themselves in a field that they
view, appropriately, as the future of biomedical research. These
new relationships could potentially be yet another important
mechanism to collaborate and accelerate the pace of research.

Collaboration by the numbers

20
Number of HSCI member institutions

190
Number of Principal and Affiliated HSCI faculty

900+
Number of HSCI scientists
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MILESTONES
2004

2006

2004
Harvard announces the establishment
of the Harvard Stem Cell Institute



First symposium, “Stem Cells and Their
Microenvironment in Development and
Disease,” is held

2005




Flow cytometry core facilities
established



Disease Programs identified
Interlab and Seminar Series
programs begin
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Seed Grant Program
launched to fund
early-stage research

Distribution of human embryonic stem cell
lines to other
research
institutions
initiated



HSCI Internship Program launches



Skin cells fused with embryonic stem cells
to create “embryonic-like” cell lines



Standing agreements
established among
all HSCI institutions



Disease Programs funded



HSCI holds its first Stem
Cell Summit



First HSCI Retreat



HSCI convenes its first think tank, focusing
on nervous system diseases



HSCI opens the Therapeutic
Screening Center



Faculty Bioethics Brown-Bag Discussion
series initiated



Non-Harvard students accepted into HSCI
Internship Program



HSCI researchers generate mouse
embryonic stem cells by
parthenogenesis



Two teams of HSCI
researchers independently
discover a master cardiac cell in mice that
gives rise to all major cell types of
the heart



HSCI initiates a clinical trial to improve
stem cell transplantation for leukemia
and lymphoma

2007


Harvard authorizes the
formation of the
Department of Stem Cell
and Regenerative Biology,
the University’s first
cross-school department

2009
2008






StemBook designed



First summer course for high
school teachers



First Junior Faculty
Program symposium with
the California Institute of
Regenerative Medicine



First HSCI Radcliffe Fellow



HSCI researchers identify a drug that
increases stem cells in the blood; planning
for a clinical trial begins



HSCI researchers create first ALS mouse
stem cell line



HSCI researchers create first iPS cell lines
from volunteer research subjects



HSCI researchers create the first patientspecific cells from iPS cells — motor
neurons from ALS patients



HSCI launches its iPS Core Facility



StemBook goes live



HSCI researchers create 20 disease-specific
stem cell lines



HSCI researchers directly reprogram one
type of adult cell (exocrine cells) into
another (insulin-producing
beta cells)

20



HSCI faculty help
found Fate Therapeutics



First federal funding for
training awarded to HSCI

The first patient is treated in a Phase 1
clinical trial to evaluate a drug that
expands blood stem cells in umbilical
cord blood



For the second time in three
years, Time magazine names HSCI
Co-Director Douglas Melton, PhD,
one of the 100 most influential
people in the world



Disease Program think tanks
expanded to all programs



HSCI Seed Grant and Internship program
applications reach record highs



StemBook officially recognized as
a scientific reference



Four junior HSCI faculty receive HHMI Early
Career Awards



HSCI faculty help found iPierian

2009



Public Forum series
launched
Genome Modification Facility opens

HSCI enters its first major
corporate-sponsored
research agreement, a
$25 million alliance with GlaxoSmithKline



HSCI celebrates its fifth anniversary,
and enters its second phase
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SUPPORTING
From ‘Crazy Idea’ to a Seed Grant
Success Story
The impact of HSCI’s Seed Grant Program is well illustrated by
the experience of Kevin Eggan, PhD, an HSCI principal faculty
member and assistant professor of Stem Cell and Regenerative
Biology at Harvard.
In 2005, HSCI awarded a Seed Grant to Eggan for his
project “Derivation of ALS disease-specific human embryonic
stem cell lines.”
As a result of HSCI funding and the research it enabled,
Eggan obtained additional funding from Project ALS, the Spinal
Muscular Atrophy Foundation, and the New York Stem Cell
Foundation. His research led to several important findings, which
were published in leading scientific journals. One of his many
achievements — creating the first motor neurons from patients
with ALS — was hailed by Time magazine as the top medical
breakthrough in 2008.
“HSCI Seed Grant funding allowed me to take an idea that
most thought was crazy at the time and turn it into a new, exciting, and proven methodology for studying mechanisms of neural
degeneration, as well as a new platform for drug discovery,”
said Eggan.
This year, Eggan was one of four HSCI faculty (all of whom
were HSCI Seed Grant recipients) selected as a winner of the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s Early Career Science
Competition, which provides each recipient with a total $1.5
million research budget plus salary and research expenses
for six years.

THROUGH ITS ONGOING SUPPORT OF PROMISING YOUNG
scientists and clinician-scientists conducting stem cell research,
HSCI enables innovative projects to take root and, in many cases,
bear fruit. HSCI’s support is particularly crucial during scientists’
early careers.

“Receiving this funding has been
transformative, and I expect that the
observations and data gained through this
support will form the foundation of my work
for years to come.”

 SEED GRANT PROGRAM
Now in its fifth year, HSCI’s Seed Grant Program has consistently
demonstrated the criticality of supporting scientists who are conducting innovative high-risk, high-return projects. Indeed, a
review of the last three years of seed grants concluded that 70
percent led to useful findings, a considerably higher percentage
than is typical of early-stage projects.
The seed grants, which provide two years of funding for projects that align with HSCI’s mission, provide important early funding for projects that, because they may lack sufficient data or
are highly exploratory, are not typically eligible for grants from
the federal government or other traditional funding sources.
Since the program’s inception, 53 seed grants and more than
$9 million dollars have been awarded primarily to junior
faculty in the early stages of their independent careers, as well
as senior faculty embarking on new, therefore often difficult to
fund, areas of research.

— Benjamin Humphreys, MD, PhD, 2007
HSCI Seed Grant recipient
HSCI’s return on its investment in this program is significant and
measured in many ways — in key scientific advances, productive
new collaborations among HSCI’s junior faculty and with stem
cell researchers globally, major papers, intellectual property, and
subsequent funding from other sources, such as the National
Institutes of Health and disease foundations, to carry on the
work and realize its full potential. For example, one 2007 grant
recipient reported that by the conclusion of his project he had
been able to attract $2.60 in funding for every $1 that HSCI
had invested.
In 2009, HSCI awarded eight seed grants totaling nearly $1.5
million ($180,000 for the two-year grant period for each recipient) to investigators selected from a large pool of applicants
from across HSCI-affiliated institutions. This year’s grants support
stem cell research spanning a broad range of disease areas, such
as cancer, liver disease, nervous system disorders, and obesity, as
well as research in broadly applicable areas of stem cell biology,
such as DNA repair, embryonic stem cell differentiation, and bone
formation.
Consistent with HSCI’s commitment to support and expand
the community of clinician-scientists involved in stem cell
research — and, in so doing, expedite the translation of stem
cell science from bench to bedside — this year’s Seed Grant
recipients include three MD/PhDs.

2009 SEED GRANT RECIPIENTS

2008 SEED GRANT RECIPIENTS

Wolfram Goessling, MD, PhD
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Mark Damone Johnson, MD, PhD
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
David Langenau, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Trista North, PhD
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Sharad Ramanathan, PhD
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University
Derrick Rossi, PhD
Immune Disease Institute
Yu Hua Tseng, PhD
Joslin Diabetes Center
David Weinstock, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Paul Yu, MD, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital

Paola Arlotta, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Sangeeta Bhatia, MD, PhD*
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Caroline Burns, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Stephen Haggerty, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Xue Li, PhD
Children’s Hospital Boston
Judy Lieberman, PhD**
Immune Disease Institute
William Pu, MD
Children’s Hospital Boston
Zhong Wang, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Rebecca Wingert, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital
Sean Wu, MD, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital



Collaborators on a joint Seed Grant

* In 2007, the Millipore Foundation made a gift of $500,000 to the HSCI Seed Grant Program.
Sangeeta Bhatia, MD,PhD, was named HSCI’s first Millipore Foundation Seed Grant Fellow.
** In 2008, GlaxoSmithKline made a gift to support HSCI’s Seed Grant Program. Dr. Lieberman is
the first recipient of a GSK-funded Seed Grant.

 THE JUNIOR FACULTY PROGRAM
One compelling example of HSCI’s commitment to nurturing and
supporting the careers of brilliant young scientists — and how
this, in turn, supports HSCI’s mission — is the Junior Faculty
Program.
Each year since 2007, HSCI has provided three years of funding to groups of young HSCI faculty members who, through their
shared research interests, have on their own initiative reached
across institutional boundaries to collaboratively focus on important questions in stem cell research.
The first — and the inspiration and model for the subsequent
two Junior Faculty Projects — was the Cell Development Project,
followed last year by the Stem Cell Regulation Project and, this
year, the Epigenetics of Stem Cell Function and Aging Project.
The Cell Development Project originated when six young
17
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Junior Faculty
Program by the
numbers

18
Number of principal investigators

7
Number of participating
institutions
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scientists from four different HSCI-affiliated institutions with a
common interest in cell reprogramming decided that they could
achieve far more by collaborating and sharing resources than by
working separately in their individual labs. They joined together
and, with ongoing support from HSCI, have in just a few short
years achieved results that have been nothing short of stunning.
For example, members of the project have been at the forefront of the progress in cell reprogramming. In addition to the
development and refinement of the methodology of reprogramming itself, their noteworthy achievements include the creation
of motor neurons from patients suffering from ALS and the discovery that muscle stem cells improve muscle function in mice
with the most common form of muscular dystrophy.
In collaboration with two other HSCI-affiliated labs, this
group’s pivotal work in cell reprogramming led to the establishment of HSCI’s new iPS Core Facility (see page 7), a resource for
scientists worldwide eager to use these disease-specific stem
cells to study diseases and to screen for compounds with which
to safely treat them.
Also as a result of their unique collaboration, members of the
Cell Development Project have received major awards and public
recognition, developed external collaborations worldwide, created
intellectual property, and attracted additional funding. This summer, for instance, it was announced that three members were
winners of the Early Career Science Competition sponsored by the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, which provides each with $1.5
million in research funding over six years (see page 8), and one
was the recipient of the International Society of Stem Cell
Research’s Outstanding Young Investigator Award.
Like its predecessor, the Stem Cell Regulation Project comprises young scientists across several institutions who are working
on a common goal: in this case to understand the molecular regulation of stem cell identity, maintenance, and differentiation in
both normal development and disease. This work is essential to
being able to fully realize the promise of using induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells and adult tissue-specific stem cells to study

and potentially treat diseases. The group’s projects currently
focus on a number of diverse but interconnected areas. These
include investigating the role of microRNAs in the regulation of
stem cell fate, the pathways that regulate stem cells in normal
and cancerous lungs, the factors that maintain hematopoietic
(blood-producing) stem cells, and the mechanisms that direct the
differentiation of neuronal subtypes in the brain.
As with the group that preceded it, members of this project
are actively involved in many HSCI activities, share their expertise through monthly “chalk talks,” and engage in intellectual
exchanges with their peers nationally and globally. Last fall, for
example, members of the program met in Los Angeles with junior
faculty from the California Institute of Regenerative Medicine
(CIRM). As they did two years ago, CIRM junior faculty will travel
to Boston this fall.
Funded by HSCI beginning in 2009, the Epigenetics of Stem
Cell Function and Aging Project consists of junior faculty from five
laboratories at four HSCI-affiliated institutions who are collectively focusing on gaining novel insights into the molecular
mechanisms involved in stem cell aging, regenerative capacity,
and pluripotency. This work has relevance to many diseases, particularly those that occur with greater frequency as people age:
diseases like cancer and heart failure, as well as potentially
debilitating conditions such as the loss of muscle mass. With the
aging of the population in the United States and many other
developed nations, this research becomes even more important
to reducing age-related morbidities.

“I am thankful for the support and
mentorship I’ve received from all my
colleagues at HSCI; the open and interactive
environment fostered by HSCI was a
tremendous help to me in getting my lab
started, and continues to enhance my
research on a daily basis.”

“This has been a fantastic program that has
helped me toward a physician-scientist career
in which I can hopefully translate our
basic science understanding of stem cells
toward…cell-based therapies.”
— Ashutosh Jadhav, MD, PhD, 2005-2007 HSCI Medical
Scientist Fellow, Massachusetts General Hospital

 SUPPORTING MEDICAL-SCIENTISTS
Because they straddle both worlds, clinicians who also
conduct basic research are in a unique position to bridge the gap
between the laboratory and the clinic, which is critical to rapidly
bringing advances in stem cell research into the patient-care
setting.
For this reason, and because federal funding for medical
training has decreased, since 2005 HSCI has supported the training of MD/PhD students through its Medical Scientist Training
Fellowship. Coordinated jointly with the Harvard-MIT Combined
MD/PhD Program, the fellowship provides two years of tuition
support and a stipend to qualified MD/PhD students whose thesis
or long-term research goals involve stem cells.
Since its inception, the fellowship has been supported, in
part, by the late Ruthe B. Cowl, a longtime generous HSCI donor.
This year, the fellowship received a major boost as a result of a
$1.5 million bequest from Mrs. Cowl to create an endowment for
the program, plus a $2 million gift from the pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline. These additional funds have enabled HSCI
to continue and expand its support of the early careers of
deserving clinician-scientists as they launch their labs at the
postdoctoral and instructor stages of their careers.
The 2009 recipient of the HSCI Medical Scientist Training
Fellowship is Srinivas Viswanathan, PhD, a summa cum laude
graduate of Yale University and student at Harvard Medical
School, who distinguished himself on many fronts while working
as a graduate student in the laboratory of HSCI Faculty Executive
Committee member George Daley, MD, PhD.
The previous fellowship recipients are Zuzana Tothova, MD,
PhD (2007-2009), who is now in clinical training at Boston’s
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and Ashutosh Jadhav, MD, PhD
(2005-2007), who is doing his clinical training at Massachusetts
General Hospital.

— Amy Wagers, PhD, HSCI Cell Development Project and
Executive Committee member
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EDUCATING
THROUGH A BROAD RANGE OF EXISTING AND NEW INITIATIVES,
HSCI reaches out to educate and inspire current and aspiring
scientists, teachers, policymakers, journalists, and the general
public about stem cell science and its related ethical and
policy issues.

StemBook by the numbers

48
Chapters online

80
Chapters commissioned

10,000
Unique visitors within five months of launch

20

 ONLINE STEMBOOK
In a field as rapidly evolving as stem cell biology, disseminating
information solely by conventional means — primarily textbooks
and scientific journals — virtually ensures that information will
be outdated even before the ink is dry.
To provide the global research community, including stem cell
and non-specialist researchers, with the most up-to-date information on stem cell research, last fall HSCI launched StemBook,
a freely available, open-access online textbook.
Overseen by an international editorial board of prominent
stem cell scientists, StemBook’s content includes original, peerreviewed chapters written, by invitation, by top stem cell
researchers from institutions throughout the world. StemBook
was funded, in part, by an anonymous foundation.
Presented in a scientific journal format familiar to biomedical
researchers, StemBook’s interactive chapters contain videos and
links to terms, sources, and cited journal articles. Authors update
their chapters at least every other year to ensure that they
remain current. Recently, StemBook chapters were selected to be
indexed on MEDLINE, which is part of PubMed, a freely accessible, online database of biomedical journal citations and abstracts
used by researchers worldwide.
StemBook began with 16 chapters; it now has 48 chapters
online, and 80 have been commissioned. Within five months of
its launch, the site had nearly 10,000 unique visitors, demonstrating its growing value as a reputable source of information to
those seeking to stay abreast of a fast-moving field.
As word about StemBook continues to spread, it is anticipated that the number of chapters and users will continue to grow.

And several disease foundations are borrowing the concept and
the highly collaborative technical platform for StemBook, which
was developed by HSCI in collaboration with Harvard’s Initiative
in Innovative Computing.
 NEW UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR
Beginning this fall, Harvard undergraduates will have the
opportunity to pursue a new concentration, or major, in Human
Developmental and Regenerative Biology. One of the first such
majors in the nation, the new concentration is among many
new and planned initiatives of the Department of Stem Cell
and Regenerative Biology (SCRB), Harvard’s first inter-school
department.
Established in 2007 and chaired by HSCI co-directors Douglas
Melton, PhD, and David Scadden, MD, SCRB is a joint department
of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) and Harvard Medical
School (HMS). In addition to educating undergraduates, SCRB is
dedicated to the education of graduate, postdoctoral, and medical students throughout FAS, HMS, and its affiliated hospitals.
Taking advantage of SCRB’s unique strengths, especially its
cross-institutional faculty, the new concentration will focus on
an interdisciplinary approach to understanding human development, disease, and aging while also while providing “hands-on”
science education from the very first semester.
Specifically, students will learn how human beings develop
from a fertilized egg, are maintained and repaired throughout
adulthood, and how they age until the end of life. Courses in the
new concentration, some of which — “From Egg to Embryo to
Organ,” for example — are already being offered, cover subjects
such as stem cell biology, experimental and human genetics,
neurodegenerative disease, and human developmental and
experimental embryology.
It is anticipated that this new concentration will entice
undergraduates to consider a career in human developmental and
regenerative biology, while offering them a pathway to realizing
that goal.

“The HSCI/CWRU course not only updated me
on some of the most cutting-edge stem cell
research; it also made me consider how my
work in stem cell biology relates to so many
important ethical and policy issues.”
— Heather L. Heine, PhD, University of British Columbia,
Canada, a bioethics course attendee

 COURSE ON ETHICAL AND POLICY ISSUES
Since its inception HSCI has taken a leadership role in discussing
the tough questions regarding the ethics of stem cell research —
through undergraduate courses, ongoing bioethics discussions at
HSCI-affiliated hospitals, public forums, and participation in
policy-setting at the national level.
The justifiable excitement over recent strides in cell reprogramming has led some to mistakenly conclude that the ethical

debate regarding the use of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)
is no longer relevant. Yet stem cell experts at HSCI and elsewhere
strongly believe that research using hESCs, the “gold standard” of
stem cells, must continue concurrently with research involving
reprogrammed cells, especially since it is not yet known whether
alternative types of cells are identical in all respects to hESCs.
Additionally, the new cell reprogramming technologies raise
ethical and policy issues in their own right. And, as embryonic
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stem cell research begins to move from bench to bedside — the
first clinical trial of embryonic stem cell therapy was approved by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration earlier this year — the
ethical and policy issues become even more complex.
Mindful of the need to address these issues, this summer
HSCI collaborated with the Department of Bioethics at the Case
Western Reserve University (CWRU) School of Medicine in
Cleveland to offer an intensive course, “At the Cutting Edge of
Stem Cell Science: Ethical and Policy Issues,” on the Harvard
University campus.
Led by multidisciplinary faculty from the schools of Harvard,
CWRU School of Medicine, and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the week-long program addressed the major issues in
the science, ethics, and policies of stem cell research. Geared to
a broad audience that included policymakers, patient advocates,
and industry representatives, as well as clinicians and scientists,
topics included donation and procurement of human materials for
research, intellectual property, and genetic modification.
 HSCI RADCLIFFE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
In collaboration with the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study
at Harvard, HSCI funds a year-long fellowship for an individual
whose work in the field is highly interdisciplinary. Fellows are
chosen by the Radcliffe Institute for their superior scholarship,
research, or artistic endeavors, as well as the potential of their
projects to have a long-term impact.
This year, Linda Griffith, PhD, a professor of biological and
mechanical engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
was named the second HSCI Radcliffe Fellow for the academic
year 2009-2010. Griffith’s project is aimed at using novel
approaches, including molecular engineering, nanofabrication,
and microfabrication, to probe the complex feedback loops by
which stem cells regulate their own behavior. She will then use
this knowledge to explore the possible connections between
when this self-regulation process goes awry and certain women’s
reproductive disorders, such as endometriosis.
The first HSCI Radcliffe Fellow was stem cell scientist
Christine Mummery, PhD, now chair of the Department of
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HSCI Internship
Program by the
numbers

100
Applicants in 2006

375
Applicants in 2009

“I’m doing a research project relating
to muscle aging and regeneration in the
laboratory of Andrew Brack [PhD] at
Mass. General Hospital. I’m so impressed
by the HSCI faculty and facilities — and
it’s wonderful to learn about stem cell
biology and career options from experts
in the field. This is an amazing
opportunity, especially since I plan
to pursue a career in stem cell research.”
— Darren Ruane, a senior at Trinity College, Ireland,
and a 2009 HSCI Internship Program intern

Anatomy and Embryology at the Leiden University Medical Center
in the Netherlands. During her 2007 fellowship, Mummery collaborated with members of the HSCI Cardiovascular Disease Program
and the Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences to
advance research aimed at finding novel strategies to repair
damaged hearts with cardiac stem cells.
 HSCI INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Recently concluding its fifth successful year, the HSCI Internship
Program (HIP) has exposed more than 175 undergraduates from
Harvard and many other colleges to an unparalleled experience.
Interns selected for the program spend a summer working in the
laboratory under the supervision of an HSCI scientist. They also
participate in a focused educational program that includes a
weekly stem cell seminar series and a stem cell course led by an
HSCI faculty member.
HIP students learn critical skills: how to design and perform
scientific experiments, read and critique scientific literature, create a scientific poster, and present their research findings at the
HIP Symposium at the end of the summer. The goal of the program is not only to encourage students to consider a career in
stem cell research — indeed, many have done just that — but
also to learn skills that are valuable in any career pursuit: how
to think critically, analyze problems logically, and conduct
inquiry-driven research.
This year, approximately 375 applicants applied for the 35
openings in the ten-week, paid internship. Of these, 18 were
from Harvard College and, in keeping with HSCI’s goal of reaching beyond its boundaries, the rest were non-Harvard students,
including five international students. By comparison, in 2006,
100 students applied to the program, reflecting the growing
interest in stem cell research at the undergraduate level.
 BOSTON STEM CELL EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM
Many researchers’ interest in a career in science was first piqued
when they were in high school, often by a teacher who was
excited by the latest advances in science. Recognizing the important role of high school teachers in educating and inspiring the
next generation of stem cell scientists, for several summers HSCI
offered a popular week-long Teacher Professional Development
Course in stem cell science taught by HSCI faculty members.

Last fall, HSCI teamed up with the Broad Institute and the
Whitehead Institute to co-sponsor a new educational offering for
local high school teachers — The Boston Stem Cell Education
Symposium. Fifty teachers participated in the free day-long symposium, which featured presentations on cutting-edge stem cell
research by Harvard and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
scientists, panel discussions with scientists and educators about
the challenges of teaching stem cell science, laboratory tours,
and discussion groups with fellow teachers about stem cell
lesson plans.
 FIRST FEDERAL FUNDS FOR TRAINING AWARDED
In 2008, HSCI was awarded its first federal funding for training — a
$2 million National Institutes of Health Training Grant to support
up to eight pre- and postdoctoral trainees in stem cell science.
The HSCI Training Program is under the direction of HSCI
Co-Director, David Scadden, MD.
Fellows, who are selected through a competitive application
process, train in the lab of an HSCI Principal Faculty mentor and
receive tuition, a stipend, and other training funds. In the program’s first year, five trainees were appointed to labs in four
HSCI-affiliated locations: Children’s Hospital Boston, Harvard’s
Faculty of Arts and Sciences and its School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, and Harvard Medical School.
 LEUKEMIA DOCUMENTARY
HSCI faculty are featured in a new 30-minute video documentary,
“Finding a Cure for Leukemia: A Stem Cell Story,” which was
developed in association with HSCI and produced and directed by
local young filmmakers Amy and E. W. Steptoe, of Steptoe
Siblings Pictures.
The documentary follows the personal story of Sandra Crowe,
who underwent bone marrow transplantation for leukemia at
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. Combining interviews with HSCI
faculty and Crowe’s care providers with lively graphics, the video
describes the often-lifesaving role of bone-marrow transplantation (a stem cell treatment) for patients battling leukemia, and
educates viewers about stem cells and their potential as both
tools and therapies for a wide range of diseases. The documentary can be viewed on Cambridge Cable Television (CCTV) or the
HSCI website (www.hsci.harvard.edu).
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SELECTED SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
Meissner A, Mikkelsen TS, Gu H, Wernig M, Hanna J,

Chou YF, Chen HH, Eijpe M, Yabuuchi A, Chenoweth JG,

Huangfu D, Osafune K, Maehr R, Guo W, Eijkelenboom A,

Sivachenko A, Zhang X, Bernstein BE, Nusbaum C, Jaffe DB,

Tesar P, Lu J, McKay RD, Geijsen N. The growth factor

Chen S, Muhlestein W, Melton DA. Induction of pluripotent

Gnirke A, Jaenisch R, Lander ES. Genome-scale DNA

environment defines distinct pluripotent ground states in

stem cells from primary human fibroblasts with only Oct4

methylation maps of pluripotent and differentiated cells.

novel blastocyst-derived stem cells. Cell. 2008 Oct 31;

and Sox2. Nat Biotechnol. 2008 Nov;26(11):1269-75.

Nature. 2008 Aug 7;454(7205):766-70.

135(3):449-61.
Di Giorgio FP, Boulting GL, Bobrowicz S, Eggan KC. Human

Kobayashi A, Valerius MT, Mugford JW, Carroll TJ,

Ma Q, Zhou B, Pu WT. Reassessment of Isl1 and

embryonic stem cell-derived motor neurons are sensitive to

Self M, Oliver G, McMahon AP. Six2 defines and

Nkx2-5 cardiac fate maps using a Gata4-based reporter of

the toxic effect of glial cells carrying an ALS-causing

regulates a multipotent self-renewing nephron progenitor

Cre activity. Dev Biol. 2008 Nov 1;323(1):98-104.

mutation. Cell Stem Cell. 2008 Dec 4;3(6):637-48.

Stadtfeld M, Nagaya M, Utikal J, Weir G, Hochedlinger K.

Lo Celso C, Fleming HE, Wu JW, Zhao CX, Miake-Lye S,

Induced pluripotent stem cells generated without viral

Fujisaki J, Côté D, Rowe DW, Lin CP, Scadden DT. Live-

integration. Science. 2008 Nov 7;322(5903):945-9.

animal tracking of individual haematopoietic stem/progen-

population throughout mammalian kidney development.
Cell Stem Cell. 2008 Aug 7;3(2):169-81.

Dimos JT, Rodolfa KT, Niakan KK, Weisenthal LM,
Mitsumoto H, Chung W, Croft GF, Saphier G, Leibel R,
Goland R, Wichterle H, Henderson CE, Eggan K. Induced

Stenman JM, Rajagopal J, Carroll TJ, Ishibashi M, McMahon

pluripotent stem cells generated from patients with ALS

J, McMahon AP. Canonical Wnt signaling regulates organ-

Chen B, Cepko CL. HDAC4 regulates neuronal survival in

can be differentiated into motor neurons. Science. 2008 Aug 29;

specific assembly and differentiation of CNS vasculature.

normal and diseased retinas. Science. 2009 Jan 9;

321(5893):1218-21.

Science. 2008 Nov 21;322(5905):1247-50.

323(5911):256-9.

Park IH, Arora N, Huo H, Maherali N, Ahfeldt T, Shimamura
A, Lensch MW, Cowan C, Hochedlinger K, Daley GQ.
Disease-specific induced pluripotent stem cells. Cell.
2008 Sep 5;134(5):877-86.

Zhou Q, Brown J, Kanarek A, Rajagopal J, Melton DA. In vivo
reprogramming of adult pancreatic exocrine cells to beta-cells.
Nature. 2008 Oct 2;455(7213):627-32.
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itor cells in their niche. Nature. 2009 Jan 1;457(7225):92-6.

Punzo C, Kornacker K, Cepko CL. Stimulation of the

Scholl C, Fröhling S, Dunn IF, Schinzel AC, Barbie DA, Kim

insulin/mTOR pathway delays cone death in a mouse model

SY, Silver SJ, Tamayo P, Wadlow RC, Ramaswamy S, Döhner

of retinitis pigmentosa. Nat Neurosci. 2009 Jan;12(1):44-52.

K, Bullinger L, Sandy P, Boehm JS, Root DE, Jacks T, Hahn
WC, Gilliland DG. Synthetic lethal interaction between

Carver BS, Tran J, Chen Z, Carracedo-Perez A, Alimonti A,

oncogenic KRAS dependency and STK33 suppression in

Nardella C, Gopalan A, Scardino PT, Cordon-Cardo C, Gerald W,

human cancer cells. Cell. 2009 May 29;137(5):821-34.

Pandolfi PP. ETS rearrangements and prostate cancer
initiation. Nature. 2009 Feb 12; 457(7231):E1; discussion E2-3.

Adamo L, Naveiras O, Wenzel PL, McKinney-Freeman S,
Mack PJ, Gracia-Sancho J, Suchy-Dicey A, Yoshimoto M,

Goessling W, North TE, Loewer S, Lord AM, Lee S,

Lensch MW, Yoder MC, García-Cardeña G, Daley GQ.

Stoick-Cooper CL, Weidinger G, Puder M, Daley GQ, Moon

Biomechanical forces promote embryonic haematopoiesis.

RT, Zon LI. Genetic interaction of PGE2 and Wnt signaling

Nature. 2009 Jun 25;459(7250):1131-5.

regulates developmental specification of stem cells and
regeneration. Cell. 2009 Mar 20;136(6):1136-47.

Bu L, Jiang X, Martin-Puig S, Caron L, Zhu S, Shao Y,
Roberts DJ, Huang PL, Domian IJ, Chien KR. Human ISL1

Sarantopoulos S, Stevenson KE, Kim HT, Cutler CS, Bhuiya

heart progenitors generate diverse multipotent cardiovas-

NS, Schowalter M, Ho VT, Alyea EP, Koreth J, Blazar BR,

cular cell lineages. Nature. 2009 Jul 2;460(7251):113-7.

Soiffer RJ, Antin JH, Ritz J. Altered B cell homeostasis and
excess BAFF in human chronic graft versus host disease.

West JA, Viswanathan SR, Yabuuchi A, Cunniff K, Takeuchi A,

Blood. 2009 Apr 16;113(16):3865-74.

Park IH, Sero JE, Zhu H, Perez-Atayde A, Frazier AL, Surani
MA, Daley GQ. A role for Lin28 in primordial germ-cell

North TE, Goessling W, Peeters M, Li P, Ceol C, Lord AM,

development and germ-cell malignancy. Nature.

Weber GJ, Harris J, Cutting CC, Huang P, Dzierzak E, Zon

2009 Jul 5 (Epub ahead of print).

LI. Hematopoietic stem cell development is dependent on
blood flow. Cell. 2009 May 15;137(4):736-48.

Naveiras O, Nardi V, Wenzel PL, Hauschka PV, Fahey F,
Daley GQ. Bone-marrow adipocytes as negative

Adams GB, Alley IR, Chung UI, Chabner KT, Jeanson NT,

regulators of the haematopoietic microenvironment.

Lo Celso C, Marsters ES, Chen M, Weinstein LS, Lin CP,

Nature. 2009 Jul 9;460(7252):259-63.

Kronenberg HM, Scadden DT. Haematopoietic stem cells
depend on Galpha(s)-mediated signalling to engraft bone
marrow. Nature. 2009 May 7;459(7243):103-7.
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FINANCIALS
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR HARVARD STEM CELL INSTITUTE IN THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
June 30, 2009 reached $18.8 million, exceeding the level in fiscal year 2008 by $2.6 million.
This was a 16% increase, but lower than the original budget as well as our mid-year forecast,
as we reduced expenditures in line with the economic challenges of the year. We were able to
increase spending in areas where we received new, directed funding.
Spending in overall research programs grew to $15.6 million, representing 83% of the
total expenditure in FY 2009. Spending in sponsored projects reached $4.4 million in FY 2009
and exceeded that of the prior year by almost 60%. The increase was driven primarily by the
sponsored project awards from Eli Lilly and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). FY 2009 marked the start
of a $25 million, five-year agreement with GSK for joint research in major disease areas
including diabetes, muscle, aging, cardiovascular, and pain. While the GSK alliance project is
managed by HSCI, the majority of the funding flows directly to HSCI’s principal members
through affiliated hospitals, and is not recognized by HSCI as operating income and expense.
Additionally, several research projects with leading disease foundations in the Therapeutic
Screening Center started or expanded.
Spending in targeted research grew a modest 6% from the prior year. The number of new
seed grants awarded in FY 2009 was 10 and held at the same level as FY 2008. The reduction

in total seed grant expenses from the FY 2008 level was due to the second-year payment of
the 12 seed grants awarded in FY 2007. Spending in the core platforms grew by 11% largely
as a result of the new iPS Core facility. A gift from GSK also enabled a new program supporting young physician scientists at different stages in their careers.
Spending in administration and operations in fiscal year 2009 increased by 12% but held
steady compared to the prior year in relation to overall spending, reflecting success in managing expanding programs with growing administrative responsibilities.
FY 2009 was an extraordinarily challenging year for the Harvard University community as
it saw losses in the value of endowment funds impact programs and workforce. As a young
organization with direct support, HSCI has not been as adversely affected as some of the
other parts of the university. The strong financial contributions made in the last year to
advance research in stem cell science have allowed HSCI to continue investing in critical
research, core facilities, community building, and education programs. This coming year, we
will have the opportunity to further leverage that investment by competing for federal support as a result of new National Institutes of Health policies. As we start fiscal year 2010, we
are optimistic that we can continue to raise the necessary funds to pursue our mission to
fulfill the promise of stem cells.

FY 2006 Total Expenditure
FY 2007 Total Expenditure
FY 2008 Total Expenditure
FY 2009 Total Expenditure

$ 5,365,774
$ 13,875,609
$ 16,176,104
$ 18,778,183

39%
35%

33%
30%

32%
28%
23%

18%
15%

17%

19%

18%

15%
13%
10%

8% 8% 8%

5%
0%
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Research
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Sponsored
Research

Core Facilities,
Platforms, Services

Seed Grants

2% 2% 2% 1%

2% 2% 2% 2%

Community
Outreach & Events

Education

1%

3% 3%

Other

5%

Administration &
Operations

LEADERSHIP
Scientific Advisory Board
Fred Appelbaum, MD,PhD / Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center
Paul Berg, PhD / Stanford University School of Medicine,
Nobel Laureate
Mark C. Fishman, MD / Novartis Institutes for BioMedical
Research
Sir John Gurdon, PhD / The Wellcome Trust, Cambridge
University, Gurdon Institute
Zach W. Hall, PhD / Former President, California Institute
for Regenerative Medicine
Fiona Watt, DPhil / Cambridge University, UK
Co-Directors
Douglas A. Melton, PhD / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
David T. Scadden, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital,
Harvard Medical School
Executive Director
Brock C. Reeve, MPhil, MBA
Program Leaders
Joseph V. Bonventre, MD, PhD / Kidney
Kenneth R. Chien, MD, PhD / Cardiovascular Disease
D. Gary Gilliland, MD, PhD / Cancer
Carla F. Bender Kim, PhD / Cell Regulation
Jeffrey D. Macklis, MD, DHST / Nervous System Diseases
Alexander Meissner, PhD / Epigenetics of Stem Cell Function
and Aging
Michael J. Sandel, DPhil / Ethics and Public Policy
Leslie E. Silberstein, MD / Translational Research
Daniel G. Tenen, MD / Blood
Amy Wagers, PhD / Cell Development
Gordon C. Weir, MD / Diabetes
Principal Faculty
Paola Arlotta, PhD / Harvard University Department of
Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Scott A. Armstrong, MD, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
M. Amin Arnaout, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Keith Blackwell, MD / Joslin Diabetes Center
Susan Bonner-Weir, PhD / Joslin Diabetes Center

Joseph V. Bonventre, MD, PhD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Andrew Brack, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Caroline E. Burns, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Fernando Camargo, PhD / Harvard University Department
of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Constance Cepko, PhD / Harvard Medical School
Kenneth R. Chien, MD, PhD* / Massachusetts General Hospital
Chad Cowan, PhD / Harvard University Department of Stem Cell
and Regenerative Biology
George Q. Daley, MD, PhD* / Children’s Hospital Boston
Alan James Davidson, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Patricia K. Donahoe, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Benjamin Ebert, MD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Kevin C. Eggan, PhD / Harvard University Department of Stem
Cell and Regenerative Biology
Niels Geijsen, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
D. Gary Gilliland, MD, PhD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Wolfram Goessling, MD, PhD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Richard I. Gregory, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Konrad Hochedlinger, PhD / Harvard University Department of
Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Hanno Hock, MD, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Paul L. Huang, MD, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Ole Isacson, MD / McLean Hospital
Laurie Jackson-Grusby, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Jeffrey Karp, PhD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Carla F. Bender Kim, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Jordan A. Kreidberg, MD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Louis M. Kunkel, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Thomas S. Kupper, MD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
David M. Langenau, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Richard Lee, MD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Ronglih Liao, PhD / Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Jeffrey D. Macklis, MD, DHST / Massachusetts General Hospital
Diane Mathis, PhD* / Harvard Medical School
Andrew P. McMahon, PhD / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
Alexander Meissner, PhD / Harvard University Department of
Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Douglas A. Melton, PhD / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
Richard C. Mulligan, PhD / Harvard Medical School
Trista E. North, PhD / Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

Bjorn R. Olsen, PhD / Harvard School of Dental Medicine
Stuart H. Orkin, MD / Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Pier Paolo Pandolfi, MD, PhD / Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center
Kevin Kit Parker, PhD / Harvard School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences
William T. Pu, MD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Sharad Ramanathan, PhD / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
Sridhar Ramaswamy, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Jerome Ritz, MD* / Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Anthony Rosenzweig, MD* / Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center
Derrick J. Rossi, PhD / Immune Disease Institute
Lee L. Rubin, PhD* / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
Michael J. Sandel, DPhil / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
David T. Scadden, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Alexander F. Schier, PhD / Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard University
Ramesh Shivdasani, MD, PhD / Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Leslie E. Silberstein, MD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Jose Teixeira, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Daniel G. Tenen, MD / Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Joseph Vacanti, MD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Amy Wagers, PhD* / Harvard University Department of Stem
Cell and Regenerative Biology
Christopher A. Walsh, MD, PhD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Zhong Wang, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Gordon C. Weir, MD / Joslin Diabetes Center
Ralph Weissleder, MD, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
David A. Williams, MD / Children’s Hospital Boston
Clifford J. Woolf, MD, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Sean Wu, MD, PhD / Massachusetts General Hospital
Leonard I. Zon, MD+ / Children’s Hospital Boston
Qiao Zhou, PhD / Harvard University Department of Stem
Cell and Regenerative Biology

* Faculty Executive Committee Member
+ Faculty Executive Committee Chair
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DONOR HONOR ROLL
Private philanthropy is crucial to the success of Harvard Stem Cell Institute and the Department of Stem Cell and
Regenerative Biology. On the following pages, we recognize those donors whose generosity strengthens our endeavors.
Leadership Gifts
Our deepest gratitude goes to the
donors listed below for their profound
commitment to stem cell science at
Harvard. We recognize these top supporters, whose cumulative gifts and pledges
total $100,000 or more. Their enduring
leadership helps Harvard sustain its
excellence in stem cell science.
Anonymous (7)
Joseph C. Aragona
William K. Bowes, Jr.
Paul A. and Catherine F. Buttenwieser
James H. Clark
Thomas E. Claugus
Estate of Ruthe Cowl
W. Robert and Leslie D. Dahl
William H. and Phyllis C. Draper
Charles J. Egan Jr. and the Stanley H.
Durwood Foundation
Andrew L. and Sandi Farkas
Daniel D. Y. and Maryann T. Fong
George P. Gardner
James H. Gipson
GlaxoSmithKline Research &
Development Ltd.
Robert I. Goldman Foundation
Lawrence E. Golub
Bruns H. and Perrin Moorhead Grayson
Kenneth C. and Anne Dias Griffin
Howard A. and Stella Heffron
John B. Hess
J. Tomilson Hill
Steven and Hillary L. Hochberg
Craig A. and Tracey Huff
Morton P. and Chris S. Hyman
David L. Jaffe
Gerald R. and Darlene Jordan
W. Howard and Pamela Carmichael Keenan
Sandra L. Kurtzig
Georgia F. Larson
Jonathan S. and Jeanne Bachelor Lavine
Richard Carlton Lee
Thomas H. Lee and Ann Tenenbaum
Michael M. Lynton
Scott and Laura Malkin
Tony and Shelly Malkin
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Matsumoto Dental University
John H. McFadden
Scott F. and Brenda K. Meadow
Roberto A. and Allison H. Mignone
Stuart A. Miller
Millipore Foundation
Stephen A. and Kristin Williams Mugford
Leo F. and Leah J. Mullin
Glen D. and Marilyn C. Nelson
New York Stem Cell Foundation, Inc.
James W. and Ann G. O’Keefe
Esther B. O’Keeffe Foundation
William L. and Elizabeth H. Robbins
James F. and Anne F. Rothenberg
Steven J. and Leslie M. Saiontz
Sherwin L. Samuels
Charles W. Schellhorn
William A. and Fay L. Shutzer
Singer Family Foundation
James A. and Sara Crown Star
Sternlicht Family Foundation
Thomas J. and Carroll D. Swan
Frederick G. and Mary C. Sykes
Thomas J. and Alice Montag Tisch
Michael and Anna Vranos
Alan H. and Barbara A. Washkowitz
Stephen R. and Nathalie Wong
Caryl E. Yanow
Paul J. Zofnass and Renee Ring

Fiscal Year 2009 Support
We gratefully acknowledge all donors
who made new gifts or pledges during the
fiscal year that ended June 30, 2009.
Each of these individuals and organizations provided crucial support to stem cell
science at Harvard.
Anonymous (4)
Constance E. Ahara
Simon J. Alberga
Allison Rees Armour-Garb
Frederic P. and Joan S. Atkins
Atlantic British Ltd.
Brendan J. Barnicle
D. Kurt Batchelor
The Beer Joint
Jeffrey Daniel Belanger
Gregory C. Belmont
Timothy Bouley
Helen Bretz
Neil Brewer
Doris S. Brewton
Stephen M. and Jo Ellen Brewton
Stanley Brodylo Fund at The Calgary
Foundation
Alfred F. and Agnes E. Cavalari
Gloria Wong Chau
Dan and Kate Laing Chen
Thomas E. Claugus
Mark M. Colodny
Peter and Therese A. Conn
Sheila M. Connally
Alexander S. Corman and Charlotte
L. Brownlee
Estate of Ruthe Cowl
K. Robert and Marija K. Crandall
Sean Creehan
W. Robert and Leslie D. Dahl
Benjamin Davis and Meaghan Lefebvre
Tiffany M. DeSimone
Douglas J. and Tammy A. Doyle
Philip Drapeau and Tracy Van Dorpe
William H. and Phyllis C. Draper
Deborah Faith Dubin
Kristen M. Eddy
Catherine M. Etter
David A. Fahrenthold and Elizabeth
Medb Lewis
Tamra A. Farinella
Margaret Faust
Lawrence and Roberta Feldman

Jonathan D. Fernandez
Alice and James Fisk Sr. and
Michael Lefebvre
James, Veronica, and Andrew Fisk
Patricia H. Fisk
George P. and Tatiana S. Gardner
Mark R. Gaulin and Judith Jarnefeld
Alexander R. Gildengers
Bailey Gimbel
James H. Gipson
GlaxoSmithKline Research &
Development Ltd.
Sara White Goldberg
Ronald J. Granieri
Joel Grunberger
Nancy S. Haynes
Howard A. and Stella Heffron
John and Joann Ignelzi Herzfeld
John B. Hess
Arthur R. Hilsinger
Richard Holden and Grace Kyung-Sun Won
Samuel & Hannah Holzman Trust
Home for His Glory Educational Co-op
James E. and Alejandra Hunt
Invitrogen Corporation
J&A Farms Partnership
Bryan Jack and Jenny Deyto
Jeffry L. and Susan Lansdell Jack
James W. and Donna B. Jordan
Daniel Kaganovich
Kentucky Council of Teachers of
English/Language Arts
William Francis Kerins and Ruth
Meyer Boulet
Estate of Ruby Laine Kirk
Elizabeth G. Korn
Jeannette and H. Peter Kriendler
Charitable Trust
Patricia A. La Fleur
Eileen J. Lacey
Eunice Wan-Yin Lai
Heidi S. Pape Laird
Faye L. Lansdell
Mihail S. Lari
Chris N. Lauritsen and Barbara A.
Brust-Lauritsen
Jonathan S. and Jeanne Bachelor Lavine
Alvin W. Lee and Linda Baer
Amanda Vanderneth Leness
Robert S. and Katherine A. Levin
Carolyn Magnani

Scott and Laura Malkin
Tony and Shelly Malkin
Katherine Martelon
Matsumoto Dental University
Frances Elek McComb
Marlyn E. McGrath
Kevin Jerome McKenna
Michael J. Medley
Amos Meron
Mike and Marg Mikhitarian
Joseph M. Miller
J. Travis Millman
Sandra J. Milter
Thomas J. and Rosemary B. Miner
Serena Park Moon
Steven P. Moo-Young
Scott A. Nathan and Laura A. DeBonis
Glen D. and Marilyn C. Nelson
New York Stem Cell Foundation, Inc.
Amy Klette Newman Foundation
Hoang-Oanh T. Nguyen
Jon O’Connor
Esther B. O’Keeffe Foundation
Ole Olsen Children’s Theatre Workshop
Pamela Alexis Paikai
Julie Gage Palmer
Margaret Lally Palmer
Woosup M. Park
Conrad E. Person
Lucy M. Pollock
Gretchen M. Prichard
Jane B. Robbins
William L. and Elizabeth H. Robbins
James Kirk Rosenthal
Roy M. Rosin and Rachel Ann Ebby
Dean and Carrie Rudebush
Charles Emmit Ryan
William P. Schellstede
Evan Michael Schwartz
Manuel D. and Sarah C. Serpa
Alysan Slighter
Thomas R. and Frances T. Slone
David M. and Kathy Smith
Edward J. Soboczenski
Tige T. Stading and Brian J. Younger
Jonathan A. Stein
David and Elizabeth Ehrenfest Steinglass
Joseph and Carol Connally Stern
Kathleen Stetson
Francoise Strauss
Alvin Keith Swisher

HSCI AT A GLANCE
Mission
David A. Talman
Tim and Ellen L. Tanner
John E. and Susan E. Tavela
Hilary R. Thomas
Thomas J. and Alice
Montag Tisch
Richard B. Treanor
Merryl Turkowitz
Norman and Vera Turkowitz
Francis S. Urbany
Michael Urzan
Walter P. Urzan
Tasha M. Vincent
Joseph L. and I. Patricia Violette
Andrew and Kalina Warren
John J. Welter
Burton and June Starr White
David O. and Amanda Wilson
William W. Wrean, Jr.
Caryl E. Yanow
Jennie Clark Yarborough
Sam Zarbiv
Jacquelyn & Gregory Zehner
Foundation
Perrine L. Zen
Rita Zurlo

Memorial Gifts
Memorial gifts help Harvard Stem
Cell Institute sustain programs
that are central to its mission.
Thank you to those supporters
who chose to remember a loved
one through a memorial gift.
Those who were memorialized
with gifts to Harvard Stem Cell
Institute in the fiscal year that
ended June 30, 2009, are listed
below.

The Harvard Stem Cell Institute is a scientific collaborative

Harvard Medical School

established to fulfill the promise of stem cell biology as the

Harvard School of Public Health

basis for cure and treatments for a wide range of chronic

Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences

medical conditions.

Immune Disease Institute

Programs

McLean Hospital

Mian Ashraf
Annie Lee Bond
Bartlett M. Hauthaway
C. L. Hauthaway
H. Paul Sayrs
John Socia
Alison M. Urzan

Blood

Schepens Eye Research Institute

John F. Kennedy School of Government
Founded

Joslin Diabetes Center

2004

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Massachusetts General Hospital

Cancer
Cardiovascular Disease

Faculty

Junior Faculty Program
Cell Development
Epigenetics of Stem Cell Function and Aging
Stem Cell Regulation

Principal Faculty: 70

Diabetes
Ethics and Public Policy
Kidney Disease
Nervous System Diseases
Translational Research
Member Institutions
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Children’s Hospital Boston
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
The Forsythe Institute
Harvard Business School

Affiliated Faculty: 122
Scientists: 900+
Principal Faculty Scientific Publications
400+ (June 2008–June 2009)
This annual report was produced by the Harvard
Stem Cell Institute. For additional copies, please
contact HSCI at 617.496.4050 or send an e-mail to
erica_miller@harvard.edu.
Copies are also available on the HSCI website:
www.hsci.harvard.edu.
Writer/Editor: Hilary F. Bennett
Design: Andrade Design
Photography: Kris Snibbe, B.D. Colen / Harvard News Office

Harvard College
Harvard Divinity School
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
We have done our best to ensure that these lists are accurate.
If we omitted or misspelled any names, please accept our apologies
and let us know by calling 617.496.4050 or sending an e-mail to
erica_miller@harvard.edu.
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